
UNIT I I ASKING QUESTIONS 

to occur. Questions which do not discriminate in this way should be eliminated 
from an instrument after the pilot stage has explored the adequacy of the inter- 
view schedule or the questionnaire. 

2.5 THE IMPORTANCE O F  PILOTING 

When reading research based on highly structured data-collection methods, look 
critically for an account of how the data-collection instruments were piloted 
Whether interview schedules or questionnaires were used, piloting should have 
been carried out and the process by which the questions in their final form were 
arrived at should be documented. Ideally, some account should also be given of 
how the respondents' co-operation was obtained (the 'research bargain') and how 
they reacted to the time which the interview, etc , took. 

Unfortunately, this is likely to prove impossible to find in journal articles because 
pressure of space (and convention, as well) means that questionnaires are rarely 
printed with the substantive findings and analyses Even books, where space is 
less of a problem, often omit an account of the methods employed in empirical 
work. Taking a modern empirical work at random from my bookshelves (Pahl's 
Divisions of Labour, 1984), I found no copy of the interview schedule used nor 
even what the actual questions were which were asked! Pahl was investigating 
formal and informal work and the division of labour within the household - a 
difficult area theoretically - and the omission of key methodological details is 
surprising. 

3 ASKING MORE COMPLEX 
QUESTIONS USING HIGHLY 
STRUCTURED METHODS 
Certain topics in data collection prove to be more difficult to gain valid and 
reliable information about than may appear at first sight. These include. retrospec- 
tive questions where the respondent is asked to remember past behaviours and 
opinions; 'factual' information about such things as income and occupational 
career; and, most difficult of all, the scoring or measurement of 'attitudes' where a 
number of questions are used to place a respondent on a scale which represents a 
single continuum of an attitude or test of attainment for which any respondent has 
a score derived from a number of separate questions. The latter is a composite 
measurement which is composed of responses or scores from a number of dis- 
crete questions. 

A continuum or a uni-dimensional scale assumes that there is a single property 
which is being measured. For example, the property of height is uni-dimensional; 
it is assumed that every member of a population may be placed on a particular 
point of the scale, ranging from low to high. However, social science concepts 
which denote 'properties' are more complex than physical properties such as 
height, weight, or temperature and each social science concept may represent a 
number of different dimensions The main problem in composite measurement is 
to disentangle these different dimensions. For example, social class probably con- 
sists in most people's perceptions of two dimensions occupational or status pres- 
tige on the one hand, and income level on the other These two dimensions do 
not overlap perfectly (in fact, far from it) and this is reflected in the popular ideas 
of 'genteel poverty' and of 'nouveaux riches'. Section 3 3 shows how the 
responses to a set of related questions may be analysed to show two or more 
dimensions of an underlying attitude The aim in analysis is to distinguish the 
different dimensions so that each can be seen as a single dimension. 
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3.1 FACTUAL QUESTIONS 

Apparently simple, factual questions can be more difficult than at first appears 
Oppenheim (1979) gives a good example of the difficulties which even the sim- 
plest question might hold, particularly if the researcher is vague as to why the 
question is being asked Oppenheim's question was 

Do you have a TV set? 

Think about this question. What potential ambiguities do you identify? 

Who, asks Oppenheim, IS the 'you' in the question? Is it the respondent (i e. are 
we asking if the respondent owns a set personally), the family, the parent(s) if a 
child is being asked, the landlord if it is a lodger who is the respondent? Are we 
interested in whether the TV set is owned or rented? Ambiguity is implicit in the 
word 'have' 

In this simple example, most of the problems can be solved by being clear about 
the purpose of asking the question and being clear about what details it is necess- 
ary to know Some factual questions are more difficult but can be tackled by 
knowing clearly what is essential and what is not 

Income, for example, is notoriously difficult to estimate accurately. The New Earn- 
ings Suruey (Department of Employment) is the main source on changes in earn- 
ings for a large number of occupations and is a primary source of reference for 
government, employers and trade unions. The questionnaire which generates the 
material is directed at employers and asks for gross earnings (before tax and 
National Insurance deductions) and for a division between standard earnings and 
overtime earnings. This is probably accurate and reliable because it accords with 
the way in which employers keep wage records - though there is doubt if small 
employers are as accurate or as reliable as larger employers with specialized 
departments for salaries and wages. However, a question about income directed at 
non-corporate respondents is a very different matter Does one want gross or net 
income? If income fluctuates weekly or monthly, does the investigator want an 
estimate of the average (typical) income and, if so, over what past time period? 
Or, if the purpose of the investigation is not accurate estimation but only an 
approximate one, because the analysis will be seeking to correlate income with 
other variables, then very precise measurements are unimportant - an income 
bracket will do All these considerations alter the criteria for assessing the 
adequacy of the questions used to obtain respondents' incomes As for incomes, 
so for age (to the nearest year, to the nearest month - children are usually asked 
for exact dates of birth, adults for age last birthday) and for several other vari- 
ables 

Occupational status appears to be straightforward but it is far from that, because 
the purpose in asking for a respondent's job is often to place him or her in a 
social class classdication. Occupational labels such as teacher, engineer, or man- 
ager cover a wide status range, and it is impossible to locate an individual in a 
social class classification without knowing more about, for example, whether the 
job is one which requires the holder to supervise others (and if so, how many?) 
and what qualifications are needed to enter the occupation The need for these 
further details means that prompts will have to be used This is easier with sched- 
ules administered by an interviewer than with questionnaires (l e self-completion 
schedules) because the interviewer will immediately know which is a prompt and 
when it is needed. W~th questionnaires, great care is needed to keep the question 
clear and at the same time to get sufficient detail for the investigator's purposes A 
cluttered and badly laid out questionnaire will risk confusing the respondent 
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3.2 RETROSPECTIVE QUESTIONS AND DIARIES 

Van Dijk et al.'s (1990) question (Section 2 1) which asks the respondent to think 
back over the past five years and remember if they suffered the theft of a motor 
vehicle is typical of the problems which can arise with retrospective questions Is 
the respondent's memory accurate enough - leaving aside ambiguities in the 
question itself? With an interviewer, the situation can be better controlled and ~f 
the answer is clearly outside the time period asked for, a prompt can be used 
such as 'Has there been anything more recent?' This is much more difficult with 
self-completion questionnaires, and questions which ask for retrospection should 
be regarded with suspicion if they are used in self-administered questionnaires 

Accurate answers to questions which ask for periodical behaviour are equally diffi- 
cult to ensure not because the respondent is consciously trying to impress the 
interviewer (though that might be a problem with certain types of deviant 
behaviour) but because memory is very fallible Even innocuous questions such as 
'How often do you visit your dentist?', besides being vague as to the period which 
is referred to (i.e. recently, over the past five years), will also suffer from memory 
lapses. 

If an accurate estimation of the frequency of a particular behaviour is an important 
objective of the investigation, a preferred method of data collection is the use of 
diaries. Coxon (1989) is conducting a study of male homosexual behaviour m 
which an important variable for his investigation is the number of different sexual 
partners his respondents have in a prescribed time period. He has devised a struc- 
tured diary which each of his respondents is asked to complete daily using simple 
code language for where the encounter took place and the behavlour which 
occurred. Separate entries are required for each new partner. By collecting the 
completed diaries regularly, Coxon hopes to obtain an accurate count, amongst 
other information, of the frequency with which gay men take new partners This 
would be difficult to obtain by conventional interviewing methods, where reliance 
on long-term memory would be very dubious. 

3.3 COMPOSITE MEASUREMENT 

At its simplest, the idea of 'measurement' in the social sciences is that a response 
to a question can be used as a means of classifying an individual. Where the 
question is a simple, factual one, this is relatively straightforward For example, 
gender is measured in only two categories; occupational status can be measured 
more elaborately but, typically, six categories are used (from higher professional/ 
managerial to unskilled manual). These classdications are derived from answers to 
single questions, although care has to be taken to make the question (and the 
response) precise enough (as I noted in Section 3.1). 

When we wish to measure more complex and more abstract characteristics such 
as opinions, personality traits, or attitudes, however, relying on a single response 
will be problematic It is possible to measure individual attitudes towards divorce, 
for example, by asking the single question 'Do you think that divorce should be 
made more difficult?' and classifying the responses into 'Yes' and 'No', but this 
seems crude. Even if the question (and the measurement) were made more soph- 
isticated by putting the question in the form of a statement, 'Divorce is too easy 
today', and providing five Likert categories for the respondent to indicate the 
extent of their agreement or disagreement with it, we are still relying on a single 
response, albeit one which allows five categories of measurement rather than two. 

Very abstract entities such as attitudes are constructs which are created by the 
process of investigation; they are not directly observable responses What we can 
observe are the responses we obtain when we present the individual with state- 
ments or ask questions which will indzcate whether or not the construct is pres- 
ent With attitudes we conceive of the construct as being a continuum so that 
authoritar~anism, for example, is measured on a scale running from very authori- 
tarian at one extreme to not authoritarian at the other The probability of accu- 
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rately locating an individual on such a scale by means of a single question or 
statement is very low. Partly, this is due to inevitable problems of measurement 
error which is a general issue in all investigations, and partly it is because any 
single question will be a mixture of a 'true' indicator of the construct and error 
Respondents may make idiosyncratic responses, particularly to opinion questions 
The question above on divorce may be interpreted by some respondents, for 
example, as a question about the need for tougher laws generally, not just ones 
on divorce Such responses, then, would be compounded of general attitudes 
towards the criminal justice system and  specific attitudes towards divorce laws as 
such. In other words, the indicator (the response to the question) may be drawing 
on two different constructs, the first of which in this example would be 'error'. 

Composite measures use batteries of indicators in order to achieve a single 
measurement of an underlying construct. By using multiple measurements, it is 
possible to disentangle the specific 'errors' in individual questions from what they 
indicate about the underlying construct. With a carefully chosen set of questions 
(often called items in composite measurement) more accurate measurements may 
be made 

The process of composite measurement usually commences with the assembly of 
a large pool of items or individual questions which seem, on the face of it, to 
measure the same theoretical construct. Considerable work is necessary to refine 
the initial item pool into a form which is short enough to be tolerated by respon- 
dents and which satisfies a number of statistical tests. The main requirement of 
such measures is that they should be single dimensions and items are selected for 
final inclusion partly on the basis of how strongly they contribute to a common 
factor underlying the pool of items. Given the resources needed to create a new 
composite measure, those which become established in the theoretical literature 
are widely used by other researchers. Examples of theoretical constructs for which 
standard composite measures are available include: authoritarianism, Machiavel- 
lism, and Eysenck's (1970) extroversion-introversion. These examples are all per- 
sonality traits but composite measurement is also used for tests of attainment and 
for intelligence tests 

An example of a battery of indicators which has been tested for uni-dimensionality 
and which has been widely used in research is Eysenck's extroversion-introver- 
sion scale. Note that they are for self-completion and that the allowed responses 
are 'Yes' and 'No' 

SELECTED ITEMS FROM EXTROVERSION/INTROVERSION SCALE 

Do you prefer action to planning for action? 

Do you like to play pranks upon others? 

Would you rate yourself a talkative individual? 

Are you inclined to be moody? 

Would you rate yourself as a tense or highly strung individual? 

Have you often felt listless and tired for no good reason? 

(Eysenck, 1970) 

The example from Eysenck represents an elaborate, finished, product in which the 
single continuum of a theoretical construct has been statistically demonstrated. 
What the theoretical construct is, however, and how it is related to behaviour, is 
another and much more controversial matter. Eysenck has argued, for example, 
that crimmals are disproportionately found to be highly extroverted and highly 
neurotic, measured on his extroversion-introversion scale and on another of his 
scales, neuroticism-stability. He also believes that personality traits are genetically 
determined and therefore innate. 

To see how the responses to an initial pool of items or questions are used to test 
whether or not a single underlying attitude is being measured, let us look in more 
detail at McIver et al's study (in Zeller and Carmines, 1980) of the public's evalu- 
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ation of the US police Five questions were designed to elicit evaluation of the 
quality of police services 

How would you rate the overall quality of police services in your 
neighbourhood? Remember, we mean the two or three blocks around 
your home. Are they outstanding, good, adequate, inadequate, or very 
poor? 

Do you think that your police department tries to provide the kind of 
services that people in your neighbourhood want? [Responses: 'Yes'/ 
'No' l 

When the police are called to your neighbourhood, in your opinion do 
they arrive very rapidly, quickly enough, slowly, or very slowly? [Also 
coded: 'Not at all'.] 

Policemen in your neighbourhood are generally courteous. Do you 
agree or disagree? Do you feel strongly about this? 

The police in your neighbourhood treat all citizens equally according 
to the law. Do you agree or disagree? Do you feel strongly about this? 

(Zeller and Carmines, 1980) 

Responses to these five questions were strongly intercorrelated, as they must be if 
they are designed to measure the same underlying attitude. attitudes towards the 
police service (ranging from positive to negative evaluations) However, this is not 
enough to demonstrate that a single attitude construct is being measured. Using 
the statistical technique of factor analysis (which is discussed in Units 16 and 19/ 
20), the researchers showed that two dimensions underlie the patterns of 
responses: the ability of the police to fight crime and policing style. This analysis 
allowed the researchers to develop two distinct scales, one for each of the dimen- 

1 

sions. 

This example shows the strengths of highly structured methods, provided they are 
carefully piloted. A large sample can be used (admittedly, the use of a telephone 
survey in the McIver study helped here but the point is generally true for struc- 
tured questionnaires) and sophisticated forms of analysis can be brought to bear 
on the problem revealing an interesting duality in the public's perceptions of the 
police. It is the ways in which structured methods lend themselves to a wide 
range of numerical and statistical analysis which have proved an enduring attrac- 
tion to investigators. Only structured methods such as the standardized question- 
naire allow a reasonably large number of respondents to be interviewed within a 
practicable timespan and within feasible limits of cost. It is also the case, of 
course, that standardized questionnaire surveys (and experiments even more so) 
seem to be more 'scientific', more like the proven methods of the natural sciences 
(with all the prestige which science has), and capable of impressing consumers of 
social research - particularly those who influence or determine political and 
social policy. In other words, by placing methods in the positivistic traditions of 
enquiry, this style of social research makes implicit claims to be regarded as a 
legitimate branch of the exact sciences. 

ACTIVITY 5 

Now look again at the ~llustrat~ve sequence In the Video-cassette entltled 'A relat~vely 
structured ~nterv~ew'. It ~llustrates a data-collect~on task wh~ch students camed out on the 
predecessor of th~s course uslng a questlonnalre called 'People In soc~ety'. Thls was a 
nat~onal quota sample dlrected at lnvestlgatlng people's Images of soc~al class 

As you view the extract, take notes on the follow~ng: 

I How does the ~nterv~ewer introduce herself and her purposes? What sort of 're- 
search bargain' 1s offered? How does she ~nd~cate how the respondent should answer? 

2 How does the ~nterv~ewer deal w~th the respondent's uncodeable response to the 
quest~on 'What sort of people are workmg class'? 
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3 How well (I.e. how non-d~rect~vely) does the ~ntew~ewer reply to the respondent's 
query 'I've got to choose one of these?' when offered two statements on a show 
card? 

4 Note down one example each of good ~nterv~ewer pract~ce and of bad mtervlewer 
practice. 

5 F~nally, how well do you thlnk th~s structured lntewlew represents the respondent's 
Images of soc~al class? 

Compare your notes w~th mlne at the end of th~s un~t. 

4 UNSTRUCTURED 
METHODS OF ASKING 
QUESTIONS 
Many soc~al scientists have long held doubts about the validity of highly structured 
methods of social investigation and data collection. The attempt to study the atti- 
tudes, beliefs, and perceptions of respondents using artificial, unnaturalistic, pro- 
cedures is held to entail an unacceptably high degree of reactivlty, no matter how 
well ~t is done And to reduce what the respondent says in reply to a question to 
one of a set of pre-determined answer categories is unnecessarily constraming of 
the respondent who may well not feel that his or her 'real' opmions have been 
correctly represented. Clearly, office coding of responses to open-ended questions 
goes some way to meet these criticisms, but there still remains the artificiality of 
structured methods of data collection and the procedural reactivity which such 
methods entail. Procedural reactivity means that the very artificiality of highly 
structured methods leads to the respondents withdrawing from the situat~ons in 
which they normally act As Hammersley (1979) puts it 'This [highly structured 
method1 results in the suspension of the relevances and constraints embedded in 
those situations, which may be important in structuring people's everyday activi- 
ties, and in their replacement by rather unusual relevances and constraints.' And 
he goes on to say, 'We must ask, therefore, what the relationship is between what 
people do and say in these "artificial" situations and what they do and say in 
everyday life. .' That is, the procedures used to question respondents - to elicit 
data - may distort or bias what the respondent believes, or how he or she might 
act in a natural situation. This is procedural reactivity. 

Responses in highly structured methods are elicited in social mteractions which 
are very artificial, this is obviously so in the case of questionnaire investigations, 
but ~t is none the less true in mterviewer-led methods of data collection A conver- 
sation, as Garfinkel (1967) polnts out, has a highly normatwe structure in which 
there are expectations of 'turn-taking' and of 'equality' between conversationahsts. 
That is, topics are expected to be initiated by both parties rather than just by one, 
dominant, interviewer Thus, in naturalistic methods of data collection, social 
scientists seek as far as possible to conduct their research in natural settings, in 
places where social activit~es are already in progress or where 'interv~ewers' fit 
into the 'scenery' and where social science investigators play a role in which they 
disturb the processes of social interaction as little as possible. This is naturalism, 
which seeks to minimize the procedural reactivity of more highly structured 
methods of asking questions. 

In order to minimize procedural reactivlty, ethnographers [i e non- 
positivistic soc~al scientists using unstructured methods of investigation] 
seek as far as possible to conduct their research in natural settings, in 
places where social activities are already in progress. Only in this way, 


